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The set of two-factors of a bipartite k-regular graph, k > 2, spans the cycle space of the 
graph. In addition, a new non-hamiltonian T-connected bicubic graph on 92 vertices is 
constructed. 
A graph is said to be bipartite if its set of vertices can be partitioned into two 
subsets SO that each edge of the graph has its ends in different subsets. A graph is 
said to be regular, or more precisely k-regular where k is a positive integer, if 
each vertex is a degree of k. Only finite graphs without loops are considered here. 
However, multiple edges are allowed. A bipartite 3-regular graph is said to be 
bicubic. 
Tht set of subsets of the set of edges of a graph G can be regarded as a vector 
space E(G) over GF(2). If K and L are sets of edges of a graph G, their sum 
K + L is defined as the set of edges of G which belong to one of K and L, but not 
both. 
A cycle of a graph is a set of edges such that each vertex is incident with an 
even number of them. A minimal cycle, a cycle which has no subset that is also a 
cycle, is called an elementary cycle. The corresponding subgraph is called a circuit. 
The set of cycles of a graph form a subspace of the set of edges. This space is 
called the cyclt! space of the graph. Any cycle can be represente 
elementary cycles. A graph is bipartite if and only if every 
elementary cycle) consists of an even number of edges. 
An n-facifor of a graph, where n is a positive integer is a set of edges such that 
each vertex of the graph is incident with exactly n of the edges. A k-regular gra 
is k-edge colorable if and only if the set of edges is deco posible inlo 1 -factors 
is well-known that an> I bipartite k-regular graph is k-e is result 
can be deduced from all’s Theorem [3], or from Tutte’s Theore 
e set of 24actcPrs 5 
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. In a bipartite k-regular graph, k # 2, bhe set of 2-folctors span tile cycle 
SplZW?. 
f, Let G be a k-regular bipartite graph. 
k -1 1, then G has no cycles and the theorem is trivial. 
If k = 2, then the edges set of G consists of a single Zfactor. If 6; were not 
connected then this single factor would not span the cycle space. 
For k = 3, Tutte has proved the theorem. Thus, I shall assume that k 3 4. 
The proof is by induction. I assume that the theorem is true for any (k - l)- 
regular graph, or any k-regular graph that has fewer vertices. Since the elemen- 
tary cycles span the cycle space, it is sufficient to show that any elementary cycle 
of G is the sum of 2-factors of G. 
If G has only two vertices, then all edge? must join those vertices. Then any 
elementary cycle is al.;, ~0 a ‘2-factor. I assume G has more than two vertices. 
Consider any elementary cycle C of G. Color the edges of G with k colors so 
that each vertex is incident exactly once with each of the colors. If a given color (Y 
does not appear in C, consider the graph H = G -{edges colored a). 
C will be a cycle of H, and H is a (k - 1)-regular bipartite graph. Thus C is the 
sum of 2-factors of W and hence C is the sum of 2-factors of G. Therefore we can 
assume C contains more than two edges. 
Choose an edge e of C with endpoints x and y such that no other edge of G 
joins x and y. If no such edge can be chosen, then interchange the colors of each 
edge of C that is colored (x with another edge with the same endpoints. By the 
argument in the previous paragraph, C is the sum of two-factors. 
Let X2, x3, . . I , xk be the other vertices (not necessarily distinct) adjacent to y? 
and let y2, y3, . . . , yk be the other vertices adjacent to X. Assume Xk and yk are 
the vertices of C adjacent to y and X respectively. Consider the new graph N 
derived from G by removing the vertices x and y, and the incidlent edges. and 
‘ng vertex q and yi, i = 2,3, . . . , k. See Fig. 1. 
new edges joining Xi and :Ji are said to cross the gap. For conveniL. ,,e, 
where confusion is unlikely, we identify an edge with ‘its endpoints. Thus e = Xy. 
efine a linear transformation .,’ : E(H) -+ E(Gl by: 
f (YiXi) = yiX + Xy + yX, ‘Ssr i = 2, 3, . . . , k. 
f(d) = d where d is any other edge of H. 
k 2 Y3 
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Fig. 1. Construdon of I-4. 
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Noie that f takes elementary cycles onto elementary cycles. Also there is an 
elementary cycle E) in such that f(D) = C. Therefore, C = f(f3) = f(C F;:) = 
c f&) where the Fi are 2-factors of H. It follows that it is sufficient to show that 
f(F), where F is any 2-factor of pi, is the sum of 2-factors of 6. Such a 2-factor 
will be said to be good. 
. (1) xy~ f(F) if an only if F has an odd number of edges that cross the gap. 
(2) If F, a 2-factor of E?, crosses the gap exactly once or twice, then f(F) is a 
2-factor of G. 
Let {at, (Y~,. . , ak} be a set of k colors. Color the edges of F with colors cyr 
and ~2, and extend to a coloring of H by (Cyi, cy2, . . . , ak}. Define Pij as the set of 
edges of H colored ai and CQ i # j. Fii is a 2-factor of H. In particul:tr, F’ -= F 12. 
Note that only k - 1 edges cross the gap so that at least one color (x1 does not 
cross the gap. In fact, if only (Y[ does not cross the gap, then every other color 
crosses the gap exactly once, and hence F12 would cross the gap either once or 
twice, and would be good. hus we can assume two colors do not cross the gap. 
a. If Fij crosses the gap an euen number of times, then Fij is good. 
. Assume 1 # i, I # j, and that cyl does not cross the gap. Define the graphs H, 
snd G[ by: 
HI = W -{edges colored by (Ye}, 
GI is a (k - 1)-regular graph, which implies by the induction hypothesis that f (fij) 
is the sum of 2-factors of Gi and hence of 6. Such an I can not be found only if ai 
and (Xj are the only colors that do not cross the gap. In this case, there is a color 
cy, that crosses the gap twice, and all other colors cross exactly once. By the 
above, Fi, and 15, are both good. Since Fj = & + &l, it HOLLOWS that &j is also good. 
Define a relation on { 1,2, . . . , k} by i = j if i = j or Ej is good (i f j). This is an 
equivalence relation smce Fij = 4i and Fij = F;:l + Flj (i, j, 1 a.11 distinct). The lemma 
insures there are at most two equivalence classes, and if there are two equivalence 
classes, then the equivalence class of i is determined by the parity of the number 
of times color (xi crosses the gap. To prove the theorem,. it is !,ufhcient to find a 
e gap an odd number of times. In fact it is sufficient to find 
would cross the gap exactly once, and hence be good. 
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twice. Without loss of generality, let x2 be connected to y3 by a path 
includes no edge that crosses the gap. Note that x2y2 and x3y3 
by ai. 
e the edges y2x2 and y+ in I-I by the edges v2x3 and y3x2. Call the new 
‘. Define a linear transformation F’ : E (IT) + E(G) by: 
F(e) = F’(e) if e is an edge common to 
Uy,x,)= y,x+xy+yx3, 
F(Y,x2)=Y3x+xY+Yx2. 
Color the edges of M’ identical y to the corresponding edges of H, except 
interchange the colors on the path P, and color ~2x3 with Qi and color ~3x2 with 
q. By the above argument, all 2-factors of H’ are good: and hence F(.&j is the 
sum of %-factors of G. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The condition that G be bipartite cannot be dropped, since for example, in any 
graph with an even number of mlertices, 2-factors always have an even number of 
edges and1 hence cannot sum to produce a cycle with an odd number of edges. 
However, I know of no other circuits in k-regular graphs, k > 2, that is not the 
sum of two-factors. 
The condition that G be a regular is also necessary, even if the condition that 
any edge is in a 2-factor is added in its places. 
Fig. 2 contains a bipartitr, graph with a 2-factor through every eciige, but half the 
cyckzs are: not the sum of 2-factors. 
Tinese counter-examples do not rule out generalizations of this theorem. 
Fig. 2. A biparti te graph whose Z-factors do uot span its cycle space. 
‘utte was tempted to conjecture that the set of hamiltonian cycles in a 
3-connected bicubic graph would span the cycle spacg: [5]. However, I constructed 
a 3-connected bicubic graph with 96 vertices that had no hamiltonian [l]. 
S construct a 3-connected bicubic graph wit 
Consicler the graph G1 in Fig. 3. Cl can e constructed usIing the integers 
modulo 16 as vertices, with edges joining vertices: 
r i = 0, 1,2,. . . , 15, 
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Fig. 3. G,. 
G is a 3-connected bicubic graph. G has twelve hamiltonian cycles, and each 
either uses both edges e and f, or neither. 
Starting with such a graph Gr, construct GZ, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Take two 
copies of G1, remove the edges corresponding to e and f in both copies, and join 
the vertices incident with e and f so that each new edge has one end in each copy 
of G1, the new graph is still bicubic, and so that the two vertices formerly incident 
with the same edge are joined to vertices that were not joined before. 
G2 is a three-connected, bicubic graph on 32 vertices. Now any hamiltonian 
cycle must pass through an even number of the new edges, in fact 2 or 4 edges. If 
it passes through precisely two edges, then it implies the existence of a hamilto- 
nian cycle in G1 that passes through exactly one of e or f, which is impossible. 
Therefore any hamiltonian path passes through all four new edges. Such edges, 
that any hamiltonian cycle must use, are said to be necessary. 
Take two copies of any 3-connected bicubic graph with a necessary edge like 
GZ. Then construct GS as in Fig. 5. Remove one vertex incident with a necessary 
edge, and join up the neighboring vertices of one copy with the neighboring 
e’ 
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Fig. 5. Construction of C,. 
vertices of the other copy so that the other vertices of the two necessary edges are 
not joined. G3 is 3-connected and bicubic with 62 vertices. Two of the new edges 
are necessary, and hence the third new edge cannot be in a hamiltonian cycle. 
%ch and edge is said to be impossible. 
Fig. 6. Construction of 6,. 
Yaw construct 6, from one copy of G2 and one copy of G3, as indicated in Fig. 
6. Remove one endpoint of a necessary edge in G2, remove one endpoint of an 
impossible edge in Gs, and join up the neighboring vertices of the removed 
ian bicubic 3-connecter Sgrap 
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vertior=s o that t e other endpoint of the impossible edge is joined to the other 
endp: int of the necessary edge. 6, is 3-connected, bicubic, has 92 vertices and is 
non-ktmiltonian. Fig. 7 gives the whole graph. 
Thi advantage of this construction rather than the construction that I used 
previf usly in [l] is that if G, has been planar with e and f in the same face, then 
G4 wqluld be planar. Then G4 would be a counterexample to Barnette’s conjec- 
ture, ,hat every 3-connected planar bicubic graph has a hamiltonian cycle (cited 
in [2].. 
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